Network traffic distribution is heavy-tailed. Most 
Introduction
Traffic measurement is essential for network management, monitoring and scheduling, and many studies are carried out for different applications [1] [2] . For high speed network, routers cannot manage to generate complete data for every packet. They have to employ restricted sampling which is effective to reduce data and resource consumption. In the field of network traffic measurement, according to the sampling strategy, there are mainly three kinds of sampling methods: systematic sampling, stratified random sampling and random sampling. Early traffic sampling mainly concentrated on packet sampling, and later on flow sampling. Flow is a collection of packets with the same properties within a time period. There are many methods to distinguish a flow. The common used is the five tuple method. The five tuple refers to source/destination IP address, source/destination port and protocol type. If any packet of a flow is sampled, then the flow is sampled.
Network traffic is self-similar and the distribution is heavy-tailed. Most of network flows are short and carry very few packets, and the number of large flows that carry large amount of packets is small. A study shows 9% of the total flows occupy about 90% of the traffic [3] . The traditional sampling methods tend to sample more large flows than short ones. And some algorithms focusing on large flow sampling [4] [5] are proposed to solve problems in which omit large flow will bring great loss, such as traffic accounting. However there are many other applications which depend on per-flow information rather than large flows, such as attacks detection [6] [7] [8] . The purpose of traffic measurement determines what kind of sampling method to be adopted [9] .
No matter what kind of sampling, as long as it employs 1 in N packets strategy, the sampling results tend to sample more packets of large flows and omit lots of short ones. Sampling that samples more packets from short flows at expense of low sampling rate of large flows, is called fair sampling. In the field of fair sampling, several researches have been carried out [10] [11] [12] . A sketch guide sampling algorithm is proposed [13] , make the probability with which an incoming packet is sampled a decreasing sampling function of the size of the flow the packet belongs to, but the short flow estimation error is great, and the space efficiency is low. Zhang J, et al., [14] propose space efficient packet fair sampling, traffic is assumed to follow Zipf distribution with parameter z, and designs the multi resolution sampling statistics, but computing complexity is higher. 
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In order to meet the needs of those applications that need per-flow information, a novel flow fair sampling method based on multistage Bloom filters (MBF) is proposed to capture more information especially from short flows. The whole measurement interval is divided into numbers of child time intervals. During a child interval, sampling rate for one flow remains unchanged. For an incoming packet, multistage Bloom filters are employed to find the corresponding flow information table, and sample the packet belongs to the flow with a certain sampling rate. The sampling rate is inversely proportional to the estimation traffic of the flow up to the previous child interval. For new arrival flow, there is no flow information, so a full sampling rate is taken, that is sampling the packet with 100% probability. The algorithm is simple to implement, time interval setting is flexible, and the results show that it is accurate especially for short flows.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief survey of Bloom filter and multistage Bloom filters. Section 3 presents a detailed description of the proposed flow fair sampling. Section 4 gives theoretical analysis and section 5 gives experimental analysis. We conclude in Section 6.
Bloom Filter and Multistage Bloom Filters
A Bloom filter is a space-efficient data structure and is used to test whether an element is a member of a set. It supports member queries, random storage and has constant hash lookup time. You can add an element and query for an element with Bloom filter. Since proposed by Bloom Burton in 1970 [15] , it has been used in database applications, and some improved algorithms are proposed [16] [17] . In recent years, it has been widely concerned in the field of network [18] [19] .
An empty Bloom filter is a bit array of m bits, all set to 0. There must also be k different hash functions defined, with a uniform random distribution. Each of hash functions hashes some set element to one of the m array positions, and the corresponding positions are set to 1, as shown in Figure 1 . If an element belongs to a set, then the corresponding hash positions must be set to 1. False negative matches are impossible. However, due to the same position may be set to 1 for many times, other elements' hashing setting may lead to some element does not belong to the set and its corresponding hash positions are set to 1, thus the element is erroneously assumed to belong to the set. The probability is called false positive error, or in short false positive. False positive matches are possible. The probability of false positive will be analyzed below.
Assume that a hash function selects each array position with equal probability. Let n be the number of the set elements, m be the number of bits in the array, and k be the number of hash functions. The probability that a certain bit is set to 1 by a certain hash function is1 / m . The probability that is not set to 1 is:
For there are k hash functions, so the probability that the bit is not set to 1 by any of the k functions during one insertion is: After insert n elements, the probability (denoted as 0 p ) that certain position still is set to 0 is:
The false positive (denoted as err p ) is:
p takes the minimum value:
Multistage Bloom filters is a parallel structure of several Bloom filters, as shown in 
Flow fair sampling process as follows:
divide the measurement into n child time intervals; For the duration time of short flow is short and large flow is long, so sampling new arrival flow fully can get more short flows' information. As the number of large flows is small, the consumed resources are limited during child time interval. In order to reduce the pressure of resources caused by sampling, we can divide the measurement interval into shorter child time intervals. Then the resources consumption for large flows during the first arrival time interval is reduced, and during other time intervals sample large flows with certain sampling rate.
At the end of the time interval, the flow records which have not been updated are assumed inactive flows and removed from the flow information table. Clear up multistage Bloom filters every threshold time T to reduce conflict of hash collision, and at the same time it will break the flow information and bring error especially for large flows whose duration time go across several time intervals. Threshold T is constant times of duration ∆t of child time interval:
Where k is an integer.
Theoretical Analysis 4.1. Value Estimation
The entire measurement time is divided into n child time intervals. Let Then the total packets number estimation value  k N is:
The total bytes number estimation value  k X is:
Space Consumption
The space consumption of the proposed algorithm mainly comes from two parts, one is the multistage Bloom filters taking up space, and the second is flow information table maintenance. A Bloom filter is a space-efficient hash data structure and gets its space efficacy at the cost of false positive error. The stages of multistage Bloom filters can be determined by the balance of resources and false positive error. For flow information table maintenance, the worst case is that the space consumption is constant times of the number of flows during the total measurement time. However, for the number of short flows is large and the duration time is short, at the end of the child time interval, the flows have not been updated are removed from flow information table to do further analysis, thus release much space, so the space needed turns to constant times of flows during child time interval. 
Error Analysis
The error is composed of sampling error, false positive error of multistage Bloom filters and error caused by regularly clear up multistage Bloom filters. The false positive of multistage Bloom filters is exponentially decreased refer to single Bloom filter. Clear up multistage Bloom filters regularly is to reduce hash collision and brings error especially for flows whose duration time go across the time intervals. The threshold time is integer times of the time interval, and better longer than short flow duration time, which can reduce error to short flows. Comparatively, the main error is sampling error. Sampling is an effective method for data reduction, however, sampling itself cannot avoid inherent statistical error. In our algorithm, sampling error is more for large flows whose sampling rate is inversely proportional to its traffic, and have accurate information estimation for short flows.
Experimental Analysis
In this section, we use the actual data of the Internet to carry out experimental analysis. Data comes from the U.S. National Laboratory for Application Network Research (NLANR) publicly available TRACE.
Flow fair sampling rate changes with time interval. Figure 4 shows sampling rate comparison of our flow fair sampling and random sampling with sampling rate equals to 0.3 for the same flow, and the time interval is 1 millisecond (ms). Sampling rate of our flow sampling method decreases as a step function every child time interval. While 1 out N random sampling's sampling rate is set artificial or according to a certain rule and remains static. Under the same packet sampling rate, our flow fair sampling method turns to sample more flow. Figure 5 shows under the same packet sampling rate, flow fair sampling and random sampling's flow ratio sampled. Random sampling samples 1 packet from N, for network traffic distribution is heavy-tailed, majority of packets sampled are from large flows. While sampling rate is close to 1, all flow information can be obtained in theory.
The false positive error of multistage Bloom filters decreases as the number of stages increase. Figure 6 shows the relation of the stages number of multistage Bloom filters (MBF) and maximum of false positive error. While stages number equals to 1, multistage Bloom filters turns to a single stage Bloom filter. The false positive rate decreases exponentially with the increase of the stages. 
